Blog 5 from the DR, Friday July 18, 2015
Dear friends and family in support of our DR mission trip,
On various job sites this week and on the dirt roads we must travel, we all (visitors &
residents & pets alike) will invariably get our hands, feet, and clothes (or fur) covered in
the dust of this volcanic island, even the mud of a cement project. Regular showers, hand
sanitizer, a pool dip or a hose down helps (even on dogs); still we sweat & stink in the heat.
This is no different than when Jesus walked this earth with his band of brothers and
sisters of The Way. In places where the Good News of Jesus’ life-saving message and act
of self-sacrifice was first preached and yet rejected, the disciples were encouraged to
simply wipe the dust off their feet and move on (Luke 9:1-6). In places where this Good
News was accepted and fleshed out, following the example of their Master (John 13), a different kind of
wiping or washing of the feet was called for—one that humbles the self and lifts up the Lord Jesus.
This second kind of foot washing that Jesus demonstrated to his disciples symbolizes putting others first,
serving others at the table, taking on the lowliest of jobs. In following Jesus today at a church in town, we
do as he demonstrated and demanded of others, that we wash another’s feet. No small deal with 150 kids.

There was nothing in this for us, but another way to touch
the lives of those we hold so dearly. We literally hold their
little black feet in our big white hands. For some of us the
foot-washing allows us to connect on a different level with our sponsored child: see
Lynn with hers (center, above), and Dietrich with his (at far left, in the foreground).
This year the kids are far more attentive to a message re-enacted from John 13
about Jesus washing his disciples’ feet and modeling servanthood for us to follow.
(Yet one child gave a very contextualized answer: he thought the point of the lesson
was "so the disciples could go out bare foot” ☺). This year we offer no additional
incentives or giveaways, such as sandals, which only created chaos last year. Instead
we say simple mantras, such as, este es el amor
de Dios para ti (“this is the love of God for you”).
With the right mix of ingredients for concrete foundations and walls
(sand, gravel, cement, water, steel tie-rods), whatever we’re building of
concrete block that day (bathrooms & septic tanks) will stick and last.
Likewise, when joining forces between a mission team & community
partnerships, nothing can be a forced fit. A
cross-cultural bridge can be founded only
on the basis of trust, forged by heat and
adversity, formalized by written contracts,
lubricated with fun, and covered in prayer. (As between Doug & Vicki and Cheo,
their friend of 5 years at left; or with curious
neighbors/potential believers, at left, below)
Mentoring disciples also occurs across
future generations, as with Rick and his
sponsored child Kaiver: yesterday he took
up the shovel , today the paint brush (to
assist with our new library). More on that
tomorrow, as we dedicate the new library
and bid farewell to the community we love. All for now, all for Christ. Until then, hasta mañana .

